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Summary:  
A group of 131 selected hybrids were evaluated for nutritional quality traits during 2020. Acid 
detergent fiber ranged from 27.8 to 37.0% with an average of 32.9%; Digestibility ranged from 
41.5 to 55.4% with an average of 47.7%; Dry mater values ranged from 21.8 to 35.1% with an 
average of 28%; Neutral detergent fiber ranged from 62.4 to 73.9% with an average of 68.2%; 
and Crude protein ranged from 4.6 to 11.3% with an average of 7.5%. For all the evaluated traits, 
some hybrids performed better than the commercial benchmark.  
Introduction  
Hoping to increase or improve forage quality in future commercial hybrids, special attention is 
necessary for monitoring nutritional quality attributes (neutral and acid detergent fiber, crude 
protein, and dry matter digestibility), particularly in our B. humidicola breeding program. During 
2019, the population Bh16b (1046 different hybrids) was phenotyped on the field in a multi-
environmental trial (CIAT, Palmira and Llanos Cabuyaro) in order to measure the hybrid 
performance for the following traits: Visual assessment of biomass production, vigor, high, visual 
assessment of leaf steam ratio and drone-based measurements like biomass and greenness. As a 
result, 131 hybrids were selected and evaluated in nutritional quality traits during 2020. The 
following report shows results obtained in those 131 hybrids, their mothers and 5 CIAT genotypes 
used as controls. 
Objective 
Identify and characterize apomictic hybrids of B. humidicola that outperform the commercial 
benchmark in nutritional value traits (biomass production, dry matter percentage, crude protein, 
neutral detergent fiber, acid detergent fiber, in vitro dry matter digestibility.   
 
Materials and methods  
Plants were harvested at 45 days of regrowth with a frame (0.5 x 0.5 m) at 5-10 height cm from 
the ground. Fresh weight was registered in plant samples and drying at 60 ̊C for three days, finally, 
dry weight was registered. Subsequently, a bromatological analysis was conducted to evaluate 
crude protein, neutral and acid detergent fiber, and in vitro digestibility. For these, standard 
methods of nutritional quality evaluations were employed (Micro-Kjendalh, PC= 6.25 X N total, 
AOAC, 1975; Van Soest et al, 1991; Tilley and Terry, 1996; Hall and Mertens, 2008; Hoffman et 
al. 2001). 
Results 
Acid detergent fiber ranged from 27.8 to 37.0% with an average of 32.9% (Fig. 1). Low values 
indicate better nutritional quality. In this trait Bh16b:0677 genotype showed better value (27.7), 
even better than the checks (Table 1). Different genotypes (~63) showed highest values. All 
Bhsx14 genotypes (mothers of Bh16b genotypes) showed values rated as intermediates except in 
BhSX14:576 (29.4%, low) and BhSX14:202 (34.9%, high).  
Digestibility ranged from 41.5 to 55.4% with an average of 47.7% (Fig. 1). High values indicate 
better nutritional quality.  Twenty-one genotypes showed better behavior (digestibility >50%) than 
check CIAT/16888 (50.5%, Table 2.). 
Dry mater values ranged from 21.8 to 35.1% with an average of 28% (Fig. 1). Some genotypes 
exceeded checks values (Table 1) being Bh16b:0321 genotype the hybrid with highest value 
(35.1%). Dry matter in our checks, compared with hybrids, is considered low (CIAT/0679) and 
intermediate (CIAT/06133, CIAT/16886, CIAT/16888, and CIAT/26149). Most of BhSX14 
genotypes (mothers of Bh16b genotypes) showed dry meter values lower than hybrids Bh16b.   
 
 
Figure 1. Data distribution of acid detergent fiber (ADF), digestibility (D), dry matter (DM), neutal 
detergent fiber (NDF), and protein content in Bh16b population. All values are expressed as a 
percentage.  
 
Neutral detergent fiber ranged from 62.4 to 73.9% with an average of 68.2% (Fig. 1). Low values 
indicate better nutritional quality. Genotype Bh16b:1138 showed lowest value (62.9%). All of our 
checks exhibited high values (>68%) except in CIAT/16888 (65.1%).  
Crude protein ranged from 4.6 to 11.3% with an average of 7.5% (Fig. 1). High values indicate 
better nutritional quality. In general, BhSX14 genotypes showed better values compared with their 
hybrids Bh16b and checks. Only five Bh16b genotypes showed better values (>10%) than check 
CIAT/0679.  
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Bh16b:0021 31.4 Bh16b:0551 32.45 Bh16b:1151 33.5 Bh16b:2028 31.7
Bh16b:0043 35.2 Bh16b:0554 34.477 Bh16b:1157 33.8 Bh16b:2036 35.2
Bh16b:0060 33.4 Bh16b:0587 33.436 Bh16b:1162 34.3 Bh16b:2075 30.8
Bh16b:0091 34.2 Bh16b:0617 28.749 Bh16b:1167 34.0 Bh16b:2092 33.9
Bh16b:0113 34.8 Bh16b:0618 35.3 Bh16b:1174 35.1 Bh16b:2094 30.5
Bh16b:0115 32.7 Bh16b:0622 34.124 Bh16b:1183 33.7 Bh16b:2158 34.4
Bh16b:0116 31.8 Bh16b:0624 29.44 Bh16b:1188 32.2 Bh16b:2165 32.8
Bh16b:0131 32.2 Bh16b:0631 36.96 Bh16b:1194 34.7 Bh16b:2167 32.8
Bh16b:0134 31.7 Bh16b:0635 32.117 Bh16b:1198 35.9 Bh16b:2178 34.8
Bh16b:0139 29.7 Bh16b:0653 34.035 Bh16b:1208 32.5 Bh16b:2200 32.6
Bh16b:0149 33.9 Bh16b:0654 31.036 Bh16b:1247 34.7 Bh16b:2206 35.6
Bh16b:0152 32.6 Bh16b:0676 30.953 Bh16b:1248 35.9 Bh16b:2222 29.6
Bh16b:0153 31.1 Bh16b:0677 27.772 Bh16b:1328 36.1 BhSX14:108 33.1
Bh16b:0155 30.2 Bh16b:0701 32.968 Bh16b:1411 29.3 BhSX14:130 32.3
Bh16b:0169 32.0 Bh16b:0726 34.732 Bh16b:1421 33.5 BhSX14:143 32.0
Bh16b:0172 35.2 Bh16b:0730 32.472 Bh16b:1453 32.9 BhSX14:161 33.4
Bh16b:0206 32.0 Bh16b:0733 33.053 Bh16b:1519 34.8 BhSX14:202 34.9
Bh16b:0218 31.3 Bh16b:0741 34.482 Bh16b:1520 33.6 BhSX14:209 33.0
Bh16b:0222 31.2 Bh16b:0761 35.564 Bh16b:1567 34.3 BhSX14:210 32.2
Bh16b:0233 33.7 Bh16b:0773 33.905 Bh16b:1599 35.1 BhSX14:248 33.0
Bh16b:0249 29.3 Bh16b:0825 33.78 Bh16b:1616 32.3 BhSX14:263 32.6
Bh16b:0313 29.8 Bh16b:0828 31.394 Bh16b:1618 31.8 BhSX14:301 31.8
Bh16b:0321 34.4 Bh16b:0834 32.823 Bh16b:1648 31.4 BhSX14:313 32.8
Bh16b:0330 31.3 Bh16b:0855 31.91 Bh16b:1660 32.5 BhSX14:315 32.5
Bh16b:0365 34.2 Bh16b:0864 31.487 Bh16b:1664 32.8 BhSX14:372 33.2
Bh16b:0383 36.8 Bh16b:0964 32.646 Bh16b:1684 30.4 BhSX14:426 32.5
Bh16b:0388 34.2 Bh16b:0997 30.947 Bh16b:1689 32.1 BhSX14:432 32.1
Bh16b:0392 29.5 Bh16b:1038 34.772 Bh16b:1696 32.6 BhSX14:451 33.7
Bh16b:0410 34.5 Bh16b:1051 33.21 Bh16b:1707 31.4 BhSX14:466 33.1
Bh16b:0440 32.2 Bh16b:1070 29.842 Bh16b:1775 33.2 BhSX14:478 32.0
Bh16b:0463 34.1 Bh16b:1074 31.687 Bh16b:1799 34.9 BhSX14:540 30.0
Bh16b:0472 32.7 Bh16b:1082 34.335 Bh16b:1814 33.6 BhSX14:576 29.4
Bh16b:0485 34.0 Bh16b:1085 29.897 Bh16b:1858 34.1 BhSX14:666 31.5
Bh16b:0497 34.6 Bh16b:1086 32.028 Bh16b:1891 35.1 BhSX14:839 32.8
Bh16b:0501 33.8 Bh16b:1094 35.266 Bh16b:1898 31.5 BhSX14:882 33.3
Bh16b:0502 35.9 Bh16b:1110 35.527 Bh16b:1906 35.4 CIAT/00679 32.7
Bh16b:0511 33.6 Bh16b:1116 36.342 Bh16b:1934 33.1 CIAT/06133 34.6
Bh16b:0514 34.1 Bh16b:1120 29.943 Bh16b:1978 31.1 CIAT/16886 32.1
Bh16b:0515 35.8 Bh16b:1131 34.109 Bh16b:1987 32.6 CIAT/16888 31.0
Bh16b:0519 30.7 Bh16b:1138 29.762 Bh16b:1994 30.6 CIAT/26149 34.4
 
Table 2.Digestibility (%) observed in Bh16b population 
 
Genotype % digestibility Genotype % digestibility Genotype % digestibility Genotype % digestibility
Bh16b:0021 47.7 Bh16b:0551 50.3 Bh16b:1151 48.8 Bh16b:2028 48.3
Bh16b:0043 42.6 Bh16b:0554 50.4 Bh16b:1157 46.9 Bh16b:2036 43.5
Bh16b:0060 47.1 Bh16b:0587 49.9 Bh16b:1162 44.1 Bh16b:2075 46.8
Bh16b:0091 48.1 Bh16b:0617 51.7 Bh16b:1167 47.3 Bh16b:2092 54.0
Bh16b:0113 45.4 Bh16b:0618 47.8 Bh16b:1174 46.4 Bh16b:2094 47.4
Bh16b:0115 46.8 Bh16b:0622 45.5 Bh16b:1183 44.5 Bh16b:2158 49.5
Bh16b:0116 48.4 Bh16b:0624 47.5 Bh16b:1188 48.2 Bh16b:2165 47.0
Bh16b:0131 48.7 Bh16b:0631 52.2 Bh16b:1194 47.2 Bh16b:2167 46.6
Bh16b:0134 46.7 Bh16b:0635 45.9 Bh16b:1198 46.5 Bh16b:2178 48.1
Bh16b:0139 46.8 Bh16b:0653 45.3 Bh16b:1208 45.0 Bh16b:2200 47.4
Bh16b:0149 45.7 Bh16b:0654 51.0 Bh16b:1247 44.5 Bh16b:2206 44.6
Bh16b:0152 52.7 Bh16b:0676 52.0 Bh16b:1248 45.4 Bh16b:2222 47.3
Bh16b:0153 46.1 Bh16b:0677 52.3 Bh16b:1328 43.5 BhSX14:108 44.4
Bh16b:0155 46.0 Bh16b:0701 49.7 Bh16b:1411 48.1 BhSX14:130 46.4
Bh16b:0169 47.9 Bh16b:0726 45.7 Bh16b:1421 48.2 BhSX14:143 47.5
Bh16b:0172 47.7 Bh16b:0730 45.8 Bh16b:1453 48.7 BhSX14:161 45.2
Bh16b:0206 50.5 Bh16b:0733 46.1 Bh16b:1519 52.3 BhSX14:202 45.1
Bh16b:0218 48.8 Bh16b:0741 43.6 Bh16b:1520 47.3 BhSX14:209 47.9
Bh16b:0222 47.8 Bh16b:0761 43.1 Bh16b:1567 48.9 BhSX14:210 47.9
Bh16b:0233 41.5 Bh16b:0773 47.4 Bh16b:1599 46.3 BhSX14:248 47.0
Bh16b:0249 51.7 Bh16b:0825 53.0 Bh16b:1616 49.0 BhSX14:263 53.4
Bh16b:0313 53.0 Bh16b:0828 45.5 Bh16b:1618 44.0 BhSX14:301 49.6
Bh16b:0321 45.1 Bh16b:0834 46.1 Bh16b:1648 48.7 BhSX14:313 48.6
Bh16b:0330 48.8 Bh16b:0855 47.9 Bh16b:1660 49.7 BhSX14:315 47.3
Bh16b:0365 48.8 Bh16b:0864 48.7 Bh16b:1664 48.1 BhSX14:372 47.1
Bh16b:0383 43.7 Bh16b:0964 55.4 Bh16b:1684 45.7 BhSX14:426 50.4
Bh16b:0388 47.4 Bh16b:0997 49.3 Bh16b:1689 48.6 BhSX14:432 49.4
Bh16b:0392 50.3 Bh16b:1038 47.2 Bh16b:1696 48.7 BhSX14:451 47.9
Bh16b:0410 48.3 Bh16b:1051 47.5 Bh16b:1707 48.2 BhSX14:466 45.6
Bh16b:0440 46.1 Bh16b:1070 49.6 Bh16b:1775 47.2 BhSX14:478 50.1
Bh16b:0463 47.7 Bh16b:1074 46.9 Bh16b:1799 48.6 BhSX14:540 49.2
Bh16b:0472 43.5 Bh16b:1082 43.1 Bh16b:1814 43.6 BhSX14:576 50.1
Bh16b:0485 46.3 Bh16b:1085 49.0 Bh16b:1858 45.6 BhSX14:666 47.0
Bh16b:0497 46.9 Bh16b:1086 49.7 Bh16b:1891 41.7 BhSX14:839 48.8
Bh16b:0501 44.6 Bh16b:1094 45.9 Bh16b:1898 50.3 BhSX14:882 46.6
Bh16b:0502 48.3 Bh16b:1110 51.6 Bh16b:1906 51.1 CIAT/00679 46.2
Bh16b:0511 47.8 Bh16b:1116 49.7 Bh16b:1934 46.5 CIAT/06133 46.2
Bh16b:0514 43.7 Bh16b:1120 52.3 Bh16b:1978 47.8 CIAT/16886 49.1
Bh16b:0515 45.0 Bh16b:1131 51.1 Bh16b:1987 44.7 CIAT/16888 50.5
Bh16b:0519 51.8 Bh16b:1138 47.4 Bh16b:1994 47.3 CIAT/26149 44.3
Table 3. Dry matter percentage in bh16b population 
 
 
Genotype % Dry matter Genotype % Dry matter Genotype % Dry matter Genotype % Dry matter
Bh16b:0021 27.0 Bh16b:0551 31.4 Bh16b:1151 27.5 Bh16b:2028 27.7
Bh16b:0043 25.9 Bh16b:0554 27.8 Bh16b:1157 25.6 Bh16b:2036 32.6
Bh16b:0060 26.2 Bh16b:0587 27.3 Bh16b:1162 29.6 Bh16b:2075 28.5
Bh16b:0091 28.8 Bh16b:0617 28.7 Bh16b:1167 29.4 Bh16b:2092 28.1
Bh16b:0113 28.4 Bh16b:0618 26.6 Bh16b:1174 26.5 Bh16b:2094 28.7
Bh16b:0115 28.8 Bh16b:0622 26.2 Bh16b:1183 32.6 Bh16b:2158 28.0
Bh16b:0116 31.6 Bh16b:0624 25.7 Bh16b:1188 31.9 Bh16b:2165 31.0
Bh16b:0131 28.0 Bh16b:0631 26.4 Bh16b:1194 25.1 Bh16b:2167 26.2
Bh16b:0134 30.7 Bh16b:0635 23.9 Bh16b:1198 24.9 Bh16b:2178 27.9
Bh16b:0139 32.6 Bh16b:0653 26.0 Bh16b:1208 27.5 Bh16b:2200 24.5
Bh16b:0149 27.4 Bh16b:0654 25.1 Bh16b:1247 26.5 Bh16b:2206 25.3
Bh16b:0152 29.7 Bh16b:0676 27.2 Bh16b:1248 26.7 Bh16b:2222 27.9
Bh16b:0153 30.7 Bh16b:0677 30.3 Bh16b:1328 24.9 BhSX14:108 29.9
Bh16b:0155 30.7 Bh16b:0701 28.6 Bh16b:1411 31.2 BhSX14:130 27.4
Bh16b:0169 34.2 Bh16b:0726 28.3 Bh16b:1421 25.9 BhSX14:143 26.0
Bh16b:0172 27.8 Bh16b:0730 29.8 Bh16b:1453 25.8 BhSX14:161 25.9
Bh16b:0206 30.7 Bh16b:0733 25.6 Bh16b:1519 26.2 BhSX14:202 24.0
Bh16b:0218 26.6 Bh16b:0741 27.3 Bh16b:1520 25.2 BhSX14:209 24.9
Bh16b:0222 23.1 Bh16b:0761 31.9 Bh16b:1567 25.9 BhSX14:210 26.8
Bh16b:0233 30.7 Bh16b:0773 28.8 Bh16b:1599 30.6 BhSX14:248 26.7
Bh16b:0249 30.0 Bh16b:0825 26.4 Bh16b:1616 30.9 BhSX14:263 24.8
Bh16b:0313 30.6 Bh16b:0828 31.9 Bh16b:1618 27.3 BhSX14:301 28.3
Bh16b:0321 35.1 Bh16b:0834 27.4 Bh16b:1648 23.6 BhSX14:313 27.5
Bh16b:0330 33.7 Bh16b:0855 26.9 Bh16b:1660 26.2 BhSX14:315 25.4
Bh16b:0365 29.8 Bh16b:0864 27.3 Bh16b:1664 26.2 BhSX14:372 25.3
Bh16b:0383 27.2 Bh16b:0964 24.5 Bh16b:1684 33.2 BhSX14:426 25.0
Bh16b:0388 28.4 Bh16b:0997 24.1 Bh16b:1689 30.0 BhSX14:432 26.5
Bh16b:0392 30.5 Bh16b:1038 27.6 Bh16b:1696 26.2 BhSX14:451 28.4
Bh16b:0410 30.4 Bh16b:1051 29.2 Bh16b:1707 28.8 BhSX14:466 25.2
Bh16b:0440 32.0 Bh16b:1070 31.6 Bh16b:1775 26.7 BhSX14:478 24.8
Bh16b:0463 32.8 Bh16b:1074 30.6 Bh16b:1799 31.6 BhSX14:540 28.4
Bh16b:0472 31.2 Bh16b:1082 28.3 Bh16b:1814 27.1 BhSX14:576 30.4
Bh16b:0485 24.1 Bh16b:1085 28.5 Bh16b:1858 25.3 BhSX14:666 30.1
Bh16b:0497 24.4 Bh16b:1086 31.6 Bh16b:1891 26.1 BhSX14:839 28.3
Bh16b:0501 27.0 Bh16b:1094 30.1 Bh16b:1898 29.5 BhSX14:882 32.4
Bh16b:0502 26.4 Bh16b:1110 27.1 Bh16b:1906 31.1 CIAT/00679 21.8
Bh16b:0511 28.9 Bh16b:1116 25.9 Bh16b:1934 29.1 CIAT/06133 26.6
Bh16b:0514 25.4 Bh16b:1120 27.9 Bh16b:1978 23.0 CIAT/16886 27.4
Bh16b:0515 28.0 Bh16b:1131 28.2 Bh16b:1987 29.0 CIAT/16888 27.8
Bh16b:0519 32.2 Bh16b:1138 25.3 Bh16b:1994 23.6 CIAT/26149 26.5



















Bh16b:0021 66.6 Bh16b:0551 70.8 Bh16b:1151 69.8 Bh16b:2028 65.9
Bh16b:0043 66.1 Bh16b:0554 69.6 Bh16b:1157 67.9 Bh16b:2036 68.3
Bh16b:0060 68.4 Bh16b:0587 72.3 Bh16b:1162 67.4 Bh16b:2075 65.0
Bh16b:0091 70.4 Bh16b:0617 66.9 Bh16b:1167 70.4 Bh16b:2092 64.3
Bh16b:0113 69.8 Bh16b:0618 71.2 Bh16b:1174 71.3 Bh16b:2094 65.1
Bh16b:0115 68.3 Bh16b:0622 69.6 Bh16b:1183 69.9 Bh16b:2158 70.9
Bh16b:0116 68.7 Bh16b:0624 64.9 Bh16b:1188 72.4 Bh16b:2165 69.4
Bh16b:0131 68.5 Bh16b:0631 69.8 Bh16b:1194 68.0 Bh16b:2167 69.7
Bh16b:0134 67.1 Bh16b:0635 68.7 Bh16b:1198 67.7 Bh16b:2178 72.8
Bh16b:0139 63.4 Bh16b:0653 69.7 Bh16b:1208 63.2 Bh16b:2200 68.7
Bh16b:0149 70.5 Bh16b:0654 69.3 Bh16b:1247 67.8 Bh16b:2206 68.4
Bh16b:0152 65.8 Bh16b:0676 68.7 Bh16b:1248 69.9 Bh16b:2222 65.4
Bh16b:0153 67.4 Bh16b:0677 67.8 Bh16b:1328 71.0 BhSX14:108 69.0
Bh16b:0155 69.0 Bh16b:0701 69.1 Bh16b:1411 64.4 BhSX14:130 71.8
Bh16b:0169 70.6 Bh16b:0726 68.3 Bh16b:1421 70.7 BhSX14:143 66.6
Bh16b:0172 72.3 Bh16b:0730 64.2 Bh16b:1453 69.1 BhSX14:161 69.3
Bh16b:0206 68.7 Bh16b:0733 67.6 Bh16b:1519 67.6 BhSX14:202 67.9
Bh16b:0218 66.8 Bh16b:0741 68.9 Bh16b:1520 73.9 BhSX14:209 68.1
Bh16b:0222 65.6 Bh16b:0761 66.6 Bh16b:1567 70.0 BhSX14:210 67.1
Bh16b:0233 65.0 Bh16b:0773 68.2 Bh16b:1599 68.7 BhSX14:248 67.9
Bh16b:0249 68.3 Bh16b:0825 66.4 Bh16b:1616 64.2 BhSX14:263 62.4
Bh16b:0313 68.7 Bh16b:0828 64.9 Bh16b:1618 65.8 BhSX14:301 66.7
Bh16b:0321 71.2 Bh16b:0834 67.6 Bh16b:1648 65.4 BhSX14:313 70.7
Bh16b:0330 68.4 Bh16b:0855 71.7 Bh16b:1660 68.0 BhSX14:315 68.7
Bh16b:0365 69.8 Bh16b:0864 67.1 Bh16b:1664 66.3 BhSX14:372 68.7
Bh16b:0383 71.6 Bh16b:0964 66.1 Bh16b:1684 65.7 BhSX14:426 69.7
Bh16b:0388 68.1 Bh16b:0997 66.4 Bh16b:1689 66.7 BhSX14:432 66.8
Bh16b:0392 66.4 Bh16b:1038 72.4 Bh16b:1696 66.5 BhSX14:451 68.1
Bh16b:0410 67.1 Bh16b:1051 69.9 Bh16b:1707 71.9 BhSX14:466 69.0
Bh16b:0440 66.3 Bh16b:1070 67.9 Bh16b:1775 69.8 BhSX14:478 67.5
Bh16b:0463 70.7 Bh16b:1074 69.0 Bh16b:1799 64.9 BhSX14:540 68.3
Bh16b:0472 62.9 Bh16b:1082 70.1 Bh16b:1814 66.0 BhSX14:576 65.4
Bh16b:0485 65.4 Bh16b:1085 65.1 Bh16b:1858 69.1 BhSX14:666 65.6
Bh16b:0497 71.4 Bh16b:1086 66.8 Bh16b:1891 72.0 BhSX14:839 69.9
Bh16b:0501 70.8 Bh16b:1094 71.5 Bh16b:1898 69.7 BhSX14:882 68.7
Bh16b:0502 70.6 Bh16b:1110 68.0 Bh16b:1906 68.0 CIAT/00679 68.0
Bh16b:0511 73.0 Bh16b:1116 67.1 Bh16b:1934 67.7 CIAT/06133 70.1
Bh16b:0514 66.2 Bh16b:1120 70.1 Bh16b:1978 67.9 CIAT/16886 68.3
Bh16b:0515 68.9 Bh16b:1131 66.3 Bh16b:1987 69.6 CIAT/16888 65.7
Bh16b:0519 69.9 Bh16b:1138 62.9 Bh16b:1994 68.4 CIAT/26149 70.5
Table 5. Crude protein (%) observed in bh16b population. 
 
 
Genotype Crude protein Genotype Crude protein Genotype Crude protein Genotype Crude protein
Bh16b:0021 8.9 Bh16b:0551 6.3 Bh16b:1151 6.7 Bh16b:2028 9.1
Bh16b:0043 8.3 Bh16b:0554 5.1 Bh16b:1157 7.5 Bh16b:2036 6.6
Bh16b:0060 8.2 Bh16b:0587 6.3 Bh16b:1162 6.4 Bh16b:2075 6.9
Bh16b:0091 6.3 Bh16b:0617 6.2 Bh16b:1167 6.1 Bh16b:2092 8.1
Bh16b:0113 6.6 Bh16b:0618 5.6 Bh16b:1174 7.7 Bh16b:2094 8.7
Bh16b:0115 7.1 Bh16b:0622 6.5 Bh16b:1183 7.6 Bh16b:2158 6.1
Bh16b:0116 4.9 Bh16b:0624 7.2 Bh16b:1188 5.0 Bh16b:2165 6.8
Bh16b:0131 6.2 Bh16b:0631 6.2 Bh16b:1194 7.9 Bh16b:2167 10.0
Bh16b:0134 6.6 Bh16b:0635 9.1 Bh16b:1198 7.2 Bh16b:2178 5.5
Bh16b:0139 7.2 Bh16b:0653 8.5 Bh16b:1208 9.1 Bh16b:2200 8.7
Bh16b:0149 5.5 Bh16b:0654 7.8 Bh16b:1247 8.4 Bh16b:2206 9.8
Bh16b:0152 5.1 Bh16b:0676 5.8 Bh16b:1248 7.0 Bh16b:2222 9.3
Bh16b:0153 6.6 Bh16b:0677 4.8 Bh16b:1328 6.8 BhSX14:108 8.4
Bh16b:0155 5.6 Bh16b:0701 5.2 Bh16b:1411 6.9 BhSX14:130 6.7
Bh16b:0169 7.8 Bh16b:0726 6.6 Bh16b:1421 8.1 BhSX14:143 10.0
Bh16b:0172 7.4 Bh16b:0730 7.7 Bh16b:1453 7.2 BhSX14:161 8.3
Bh16b:0206 5.1 Bh16b:0733 9.5 Bh16b:1519 8.2 BhSX14:202 10.8
Bh16b:0218 8.2 Bh16b:0741 8.2 Bh16b:1520 6.1 BhSX14:209 9.1
Bh16b:0222 11.0 Bh16b:0761 6.5 Bh16b:1567 7.5 BhSX14:210 8.7
Bh16b:0233 5.5 Bh16b:0773 8.3 Bh16b:1599 6.2 BhSX14:248 8.4
Bh16b:0249 6.1 Bh16b:0825 7.8 Bh16b:1616 8.0 BhSX14:263 9.8
Bh16b:0313 5.7 Bh16b:0828 7.5 Bh16b:1618 8.0 BhSX14:301 9.4
Bh16b:0321 6.5 Bh16b:0834 8.4 Bh16b:1648 10.7 BhSX14:313 7.1
Bh16b:0330 7.7 Bh16b:0855 8.4 Bh16b:1660 8.9 BhSX14:315 9.6
Bh16b:0365 6.6 Bh16b:0864 8.8 Bh16b:1664 7.9 BhSX14:372 8.9
Bh16b:0383 7.2 Bh16b:0964 7.9 Bh16b:1684 7.7 BhSX14:426 8.0
Bh16b:0388 6.3 Bh16b:0997 10.1 Bh16b:1689 6.1 BhSX14:432 7.7
Bh16b:0392 5.2 Bh16b:1038 5.5 Bh16b:1696 10.3 BhSX14:451 6.7
Bh16b:0410 8.2 Bh16b:1051 9.3 Bh16b:1707 6.3 BhSX14:466 9.3
Bh16b:0440 6.1 Bh16b:1070 6.0 Bh16b:1775 6.1 BhSX14:478 10.1
Bh16b:0463 6.4 Bh16b:1074 7.5 Bh16b:1799 7.0 BhSX14:540 9.5
Bh16b:0472 9.2 Bh16b:1082 7.6 Bh16b:1814 8.1 BhSX14:576 9.2
Bh16b:0485 10.2 Bh16b:1085 7.2 Bh16b:1858 8.1 BhSX14:666 11.3
Bh16b:0497 8.6 Bh16b:1086 5.8 Bh16b:1891 7.6 BhSX14:839 6.3
Bh16b:0501 6.7 Bh16b:1094 6.3 Bh16b:1898 6.2 BhSX14:882 8.2
Bh16b:0502 6.2 Bh16b:1110 7.3 Bh16b:1906 5.5 CIAT/00679 10.3
Bh16b:0511 5.1 Bh16b:1116 7.9 Bh16b:1934 6.1 CIAT/06133 7.3
Bh16b:0514 7.7 Bh16b:1120 8.0 Bh16b:1978 9.7 CIAT/16886 6.7
Bh16b:0515 8.3 Bh16b:1131 8.7 Bh16b:1987 9.1 CIAT/16888 8.8
Bh16b:0519 4.6 Bh16b:1138 7.4 Bh16b:1994 9.3 CIAT/26149 8.3
